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:tl age of language laboratonçs, the term discoveries woulçf seem to be pcessaq. C- ;

"teacher" has apparently come to mean less tainly these two tasks - in the light of the
tha;i it once did. The reason for this is that voracious appetite of the language lab for new

whatver view you take of the hub of the new material to consume - coull bflitàally never-
langua teaching set-ups, it must be admitted ending However, since not every *lectiIer m
that much of the teaching done in them is of umversities rewritçs his notes every year or two,
the "autc" vnety, carned out by the student nor does every school-teacher vise ls lesson-
Mmclf. A poar (though not unanimous) material foi every nw use of t, so then pre-
concept of the length of time that the student sumably a teacher using a language lab could
should spend in the lab. is 50% of the total eventually find bimceli supplied with enough

lesson so that the length of time the material of (m ins yiew)ufficientiy good qual-
teacher can be said to "teach" in the previously ity to last him till his penion In such a case,
accepted sense of tl word is now only half the teacher's task would undeniably be very
what it once was Does this mean, then, that undemanding, (presumably it would be propor-
the teacher's job has ba reduced by half" tionately unrewarding), though of course a
It could, and more besides, since, in addition, simi1r conclusion could be reached in respect

- what the teacher actually does in the classroom of the teacher of any subject by any method
nowadays ay little resemble the sort of tiungs who had the same attitude to his work
he once did Clever use of "oral method" to
.

trod th n
fact a httle experience quickly Ehows how

I far from the truth the idea that thc machinery
superiative forms may now be the task of the
machinery in the Iab, or is at best, to take the ' 4ikei oer from the teadier reaJJ' is Un-

jaundicedview expressed by some, still rigidly ''' flflad(IU4 grasP
. . . 1 controllect b theinateriai othe courseised YW tuat O the cnpeni- .. : ...

so that the teacher becomes no more than a of the teacher and the lab has
:;' geto the eulpmeit, maldngupfot its M the !eat of the *b: to iye . .. .

short-comings in respect o the less well-adjusted
f

not uphke that of the reading-room of a

.

.)
sdents-.whotilkdo not quite. grasp:the point : ¶'Y' . . . ' ;4 .:

:
::...

of,the lesson, or prsuadmg reluctant debutants What in fact can and should a teacher do
jotaIk.into the mike, when they. show the sort wheu he takes his class into the lab? A satis- ,.

of superior resistance recently demonstrated by factory answei to this question might settle the
a sdent learmng French, .who.,sat. sllenUy in cotrovers over whether the role of the tëer
her booth, and. whenchailenged aniouncedihat has cwally diminished or not with the advent
she wanted to learn "the proper way" and not of the language laboratory, and provide some
waste her times "talking tp silly mchi''.. food for thought for many who wonder whether

the teacher can actually do anythhi worth-
Changing Role of Teacher wlnle during a lab session

*
1 I t

But is, this extremely conservative view really Most language laboratories incorporate some
a sound.. one?. Has the teacher's, role., really system which permits the teacher to listn
diminished wth the advent of :nachinery? what the students in the booths are saying,
Clearly, as with teaclung-machmes in general, without the students being aware that they are
there is stll the programming to do, and regular being overheard, and tins practice of well-
revision of programmes in the light of fresh intentioned eavesdropping is generally referred

-
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to as "monitoring". The precise role of a
monitor in a language laboratory however has
seldom, if ever, been defined, so that to the
novice i.e. anyone with fewer than five years'
experience of language laboratory work to his
or her credit who gives serious thought to
the task, many questions pose themselves, to
many of which adequate answers have not been

and possibly cannot be given.

Relationship between Classroom and
1:aboratecy

Before discussion of these questions, how-
ever, a more basic one must be asked, and
answered, for upon the answer the validity of
many 'Of the questions about the role of the
monitor depends. This fundamental question

what is the relationship of activities carried
out in the laboratory to those carried out in
the classroom?

There seem to be two dominating schools of
thought On the subject of the,rOle of the labor-
atory. Some people think it should be no more
than a place for sUpervised, mechanised private
study. Others regard the laboratory as an
extension, of the clastroOm, where _activities are
carried out 4t:d=oit '24-#.4:'_*cel;cif the
teacing ,44:a w4y0t-

'il:oiiii*troi,-.4.0 every WO "related tO ClaiS-
EOOM work. -.Of jail the dilemmas diversity
of OprOa6h'E.Patd$. ,04:0 046sgts above
otherS, and that is the Mader 'Of the', retention or
othervASO the leacher-itiident relatiOnShip
which isinevitably built up if classroom work is
Carried Out.

Purpose of. the language Laboratory

Though not strictly the ..main.,, topic :under
disctisSiOn:,, in this article,,,,the :question Of; the
r_ ole_ -0:041igiogo laboratory must '.1.?e :settled;

*.t large -Jfor eace
Of mind', and the confines of these.pages,
so that the:particular question of the role of the

be disattifieit "%n- general terms it
would, 4reth eitrakfaii,tit fo* or
eirfeji.:"'Oye thousand pounds, for the'initial
litio*,of "414 110. *o On paying
hundreds "0'60i thousands More pounds for
the: `upkeep aid ,serilee-Of; 'and provision of

material for alinguage lalioratory, 0,.A1
will do is provide a place where language stu-
dents can get some private study, done. ,the_
work done must be Oral, tien the pro "vision of
cubicles and suitably modified tape-recorders
would fill the bill, and the provision of course-
material for the students to "study" would
hardly be expensive, since few courses have yet
been published which are designed primarily for
this Purpose. On the otherhand, to take ,a
positive, constructive approach,' if a school or
college is Ong to inireif in what for the-arts-or
liberal -studies side of the .house would be :a
Colossal sum for an elaborate installation com-
prising more than one laboratory, re-cording
facilities, audio-viSual classroom equipMent,
and the services of a technician, then those
entrusted with the:task of teaching with the aid
of such equipment are presented with a golden
opportunity of investigating the possibilities of
streamlining the teaching processes; making
them more thorouWin respect of every student
in every group, and _So of revolutionising the
Whole process of foreign language study. But
the question remains; what abOut the relation-
ship the teacher builds up with his students in
the classroom? What happens to it in the
laboratOry?-

Assuming that the language laboratory is
going to be used as a place where teaching is
carried out, where new material is introduced to
the student for the first time, and where 'exer-
cises may 'be carried out on that, material before
the student ever sees it in writing, or works
with it in a classroom, then the role of the
monitor is an important one, since all the work
carried out In the laboratory session is under
his direct control, and the arrangement and
timing of it are his responsibility. Add here is
where the-questions start to' be asked,

Casual Eavesdropping

*138

.

First, is the one facility at present provided
in most installations that whereby one is able
to listen in to any booth without (in theory) dis-
turbing the student. sufficient? As far P;s
monitoring students in the sense of impersonally
"controlling" their work by, making a spot
check at intervals is concerned, it may seem to
be so of first consideration. But a second

f.?:.6.;P-,
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question immediately springs to mind. What do
you actually achieve by casually overhearing a
minute or two of the activ4 in the booth of
any one student? You are reassured that he is
still there, and still alive (if the arrangement of
the lab. is such that you can't actually see him),
but do you actually do any good? And is it of
any real value to knoW that he is dutifully
repeating, say, the fourth sentence of the teat in
the space provided in what you can only assume
is the best accent he can muster? Surely you
knew he was going to be doing that or
something very like it before you tuned in?
So why did you bother? Would it perhaps have
helped if you had been able in some way to
know what you are going to hear before you
heard it? And would it have been helpful if
you could have known what he had been doing
for the previous ten or fifteen minutes, and at
what rate he hat been doing it in comparison
With the rest of the group, and in comparison
with the rate you' expected of him when you
decided to do this particular piece of work?
The fact is you hardly know anything about
what he has been, doing in his booth since the
first moment he sat in it. Some lab. equipment
provides, no means of knowin& whether the
Student is making a, recording, or just listening.
If such eqUipMent is used in a, laboratory laid
out in such a way that the monitor can't see
the tUdint,, then what '40' you :do _When you
tune in le a booth and' find yourself in the
Middle of as ePPrOsive silence? It could be,
to take'a partAcular .peis:bilitY;that the student
hai been listening to his %ersion, having switched
off his microphone in order not to' be disturbed
by ,ots gown laboured tireathing, and having
reached` Whit was for him difficult passage,
and havini,finallY.'Seliiedrthe:b4ticniatparticular.
which.had been bethering him, 'ha's stopped the
ialie;ih4e, he, sap" 404 into dead micro-

phone word or phrase which
ti eluding raa3i, be fork Min. the most

'410K, )34,9,11iO4. Of the 4'3146'4, final
tritaMph :oyer, adVerei6; the Ultiinate realisation
Of the teaChits not only ',does the
*niter,- conifiletelii, stands a
very' good On:nee by,presilog his
stop and tale at AelicruCial ,,niorno'*, and

knifing 'in upiin the Student's startled con-
sciousness, to ask, bird what is wrong. Such

139

misfortunes may will the best intentions in the
world turn monitoring into mere interfering of
the most unproductive sort, and make nonsense
of any attempt on the part of the teacher to
assist the student.

Limitations of Console

If we accept, then, that the monitoring. pro-
cess when carried out in this "hit Or imiss" way
is inadequate, the next question must : can
monitoring really be any use .anyway? Since at
the present time Most lab. consoles are no better
equipped than the one described above, or
at best have only one pilotlight to show that
the student is recording, the answer So_ fat .as
casual monitoring; is conm-rued must regetfully
be in the negative, since mien, the most eon:.
scientious monitor can do little_ good and an
impulsive one can actually do, harm.. On the
other hand, does monitoring have to be casual`:
Most monitors no doubt consider themselves to
be systematic, working steadily round the lab.
and tuning in at regular, intervals to, all stu-
dents, or else concentrating on a limited number
during a:session, giving' each one the benefit cif
a lot of listening, interrupting, him frequently, to
"put him right ", and .giving him ,"help", which
be .dichi't ,ask for and probably wouldn't thank
him fo;. 'What go04 does this He could
have achieied as much, if ,not more, in the
Classroom, so far as attending; to the real needs
of the student is concerned, and the much-
advertised freedom of the student to work. at
his, own speed is being impaired to thepoint
where lie is actually, being, inhibited in precisely
the,waY that the laboratory issupposedto avoid.
Systematic though these methods ,may appear
to be, they are still casual, or, haphazard in as
much as the monitor does not know what. he
will her hetore he has it. Nor does.he,know
how many times the student has,ractised :that
particular phrase,, nor even ,necessarily if ,the
student is saying it at that moment, or listening
to a recording he made minutes previously: But,
to reiterate, does monitoring really have to be
so casual? Perhaps if the monitor could _follow
the progress of some or all of his students
(depending on the size of the group) from the
moment the initial tapecast ended through all
the early _halting attempts to master the com-
prehension and pronunciation of new Words, 'to
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the point where whole phrases, whole sentences
even., were reeled off in response to the master
recording, then the monitor might be able to
assess- the true performance of his students,
notice and note down their difficulties (even
perhaps deducing the root cause) and put all
the knowledge he would-gain by this process to
use in a subsequent classroom session, and,
most2iMpOrtant of all, in the planning and
presentation of future work, For, if as much
as half the student's time is to be spent in the
laboratory, the teacher has got to know with
absolute certakity if the work he is setting
the students is right in both type and quantity.
And that means knowing what everyone did
during a lab. session, knowing how many failed
to -,con41,ete Ihei task, how many ,got through
with time to waste, and how Mahy , were as
Much in the dark at. the end as they had been
at -the 'beginning. :-,

The organiza*tion-machine of conventional
teaching has_ aS its, governor the written work
which is set and marked at regular intervals.
cturent latiguage laboratory teaching with its
Casual monitoring proceiS has no suchgovernOr,
Unless each stddent's tape is listened to -by the
tea CberfrOMbeginning to end aftereach session,an task, if from die point of
View of the time- Involved, though one which
must be carried out if the teacher isever going
to be "able really ,to. know his course-material.
And the diffitultiet arising here are not only
ones of finding the tiMe and. opportunity fOr
this aural marking. prodigious feats of Manage-
Med would be required to ensure that every
student completed' a final:. "fair copy" tape at
precisely the moment the session was due to
end'. And Who could say that that was neces-
sarily his 'best version,anyway? And ifit.tvere"
would anyone believe 'hiM whenbe- claiml to
-have recorded- a far better version earlier on,
but to have accidentally erased it?

The iltPmative to -marking: students' lab.
work after the lab. session is Clearly, to mark it

durMit, the session, not by.,:aZardous ,spot-
cheCking, but by continuously watching-the pro-
gess, of the group throughont.the time -they4tre
10,1,4 Jab: For this-the ideal group ,siie should
be.'bet.Ween, six and tenstudetiO Ijarger troups

-1.1,110eSubdiVided,l.':o.dugh)-iovisionlinted &at,

tions Snialler than halves weal *Salon:sly jeopar-
dise the success of the Operation. With-adequate
controls for the purpose the monitor Could ob-
serve group progress s, indivithal prowess, and
perhaps most vital of all, determine -preci.selY
the right moment for moving from One phase
of the work in hand to ,another, the case of
individual 'students, groups, or the class as a
whole. Finally, to allow complete freedom of
movement, the lab. should be provided with
"individual record" facilities, without which it
is impossible for the class to be sectionalized to
receive fresh work. Never was the saying about
"spoiling- a, ship for a ha'porth of tar" more
tellingly applied than to an inadequately
equipped kngtWe liO.Prato1Y.! ;

The:,IdOliCOnsole

What ,tialities; then, 000td e ideal- console
possess? For CoMplete monitoring three pilot
lights and a counter should ,be'proVided for each
booth. Ohe Pilot shoUld correspond. withs the
"record' pOlitiOh;Oie with the "plays'
and one with the "reivind"' Mode. The .moukor
would- then' know 'at- a glance .the naiure, pi e
activity the student, and if no light were
Shining, be would know that for some .reason
or other the student had stopped hi:5'11:400e
A counting controlled_by impulses _.on
the student tape transferred- from the Maiter
tape at theihitial broadcast_of the:lesson_ mater.
lal, would-show at any moment precisely whiCh
point the student had reached to his work, and
Would do away with the irritating and uncannily
frequent tendenCy to monitor student4 1viais
when they are repeating one, iaiticular or
answering one particularquestion._ InAhort
what this equipment would Provide for.
planted Mona-thing It would make. p(?,ssible
visual as well as audial monitoring, and ,would
make it possible Or a ,gronp, of ,Oncientsfii
visually ", inonitOre4,,shnUltaneOUSly,,,sci
overall progreis ofa:;:grOupvcoutd; be .checked,
the relative progress of guile:04, Withik the
group could be Observed, 04 .wastage tofitime
and attention could 'be MinimitSek...since,-,
monitor could decide-1h advance:.'exactly, wh
he wanted to listen to,, and proceed to (ken
to it; noting his observations as WenCalOng.

.

For should not 'only be the-4014UWhO,
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benefits from monitoring during laboratory
work. The teacher has a great deal to learn
about the work he is giving his students to do.
Even the best and oldest of audio-visual or
audio-lingual courses has still had very little
use, and no teacher is yet in any kind of
position to affirm categorically that a particular
course is good or bad, or that any one method
or approach is any better than any other. Nor
will he ever be, unless he can examine more
systematically the work Processes of the labor-
atory.

StUdent-Teacher Relationship

And so back to the question of the student-
teacher relationship. Nothing could be better
calculated to destroy any such relationship than ;
the kind of casual monitoring currently ern-,1
ployed in language labs. The teacher, who
knows little or nothing of what his students are j
doing for as -loth as half the time they are
under his charge cannot hope to retain in the
lab. the sort of trust and confidence, :that are
built up in the classroom, and inevitably the
classroom periods are adversely affected by the
'breakdown Of this ,confide49.9- which the move'
to the lab. lentaiti certaiirsfaCtors _Are. impor-
tant if the- relatfonSbip, is, Uot...tO.,be broken.
Briefly, student and teacher should, be in visual
contact iir,the lab., "cockpit :drill" (however
simple) should be rigidly adhered to, and live
broadcastS of material ShOuld be as common as
tapecasts; so tha' t the teacher remains squarelY
in ,he driVing-seat aitthe time, and the class
are ,aware that the teacher is ready to "ad lib"
if their perforinance requires it. It is often said
that students in 0'0;10;4* tb be.;-Conscious
of the monitor, especially ififecutsliiinumber
of times he interrupts his students to the mini-
mum. After all, the teacher's greatest aim in the
lab, is to get his students to concentrate, secure
in the knowledge that they have free will within
a pre - ordained eOurspattein:' SUCli.iconcen-
tration can eitailr'be'.:achiiVed,s'aiiii `'"sense of
continuity of work:dn.-L*1i lab. and classroom
sessions can-be built up in the minds of students,
if the teacher regards his '-',ork in the lab. as
the head of the coin of Ids work overall, and
the classroom work a; he tail.

fal
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